
AC36
QD Mount Compatible with iRayUSA PICTAIL SHOE and Picatinny Rails

ITEM NUMBER: IRAY-AC36

MAP: $199

UPC: 850029093480

WEIGHT: 3.8 oz.

MATERIAL: 6061 Aluminum Alloy

FINISH: Type 3 Hardcoated

WARRANTY: 5 Years

 

Learn more and download 
the instruction sheet for 
this product.

REGISTRATION: irayusa.com/register
WARRANTY: irayusa.com/warranty
SUPPORT/SERVICE: irayusa.com/support

NOTE: These products may be subject to export and foreign trade control 
laws of the United States and may not be exported without prior approval of 
the U.S. Department of State. Learn more at irayusa.com/ITAR. The images 
shown are for illustrative purposes only and may vary in real world usage. 
Specifications are subject to change without notice. For the most up-to-date 
specs, go to irayusa.com. Not responsible for typographical errors.
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iRayUSA partnered with American Defense Manufacturing to produce the PICTAIL and 
MQD delivering ADM’s gold standard picatinny mounting solution with an innovative 
lighter and faster dovetail design for faster helmet transitions.

The PICTAIL mounting system is the combination of a standard dovetail shoe commonly 
used on helmet mountable night vision optics and the MIL-STD-1913 picatinny rail used 
on weapons platforms. The synergy of these two mounting formats creates a system that 
is more accurate and versatile on a rifle while maintaining all dovetail capabilities on a 
helmet. The PICTAIL is compatible with standard dovetail receptacles used in helmet 
mounting interface hardware made by Wilcox, KVC, and others.

The counterpart to the dovetail side of the PICTAIL shoe is MIL-STD-1913 picatinny rail 
specially designed with one slot that interfaces with the ADM MQD mount. The PICTAIL 
and MQD mount work in tandem to achieve an adjustable footprint on any standard 
picatinny rail. In standalone optic mode they produce over 4.5 inches of rear o�set, and 
when reversed for use in clip-on mode the MQD and PICTAIL shrink the rear o�set to just 
1.5 inches. In clip-on mode the required forward rail space is just 4 rail slots in front of a 
day optic making the PICTAIL and MQD the perfect combination for shorter platforms like 
SBRs and pistols.
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RICO MICRO MQD Mount


